The *VideoToolbox* software for visual psychophysics: transforming numbers into movies*
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**Abstract**—The *VideoToolbox* is a free collection of two hundred C subroutines for Macintosh computers that calibrates and controls the computer-display interface to create accurately specified visual stimuli. High-level platform-independent languages like MATLAB are best for creating the numbers that describe the desired images. Low-level, computer-specific *VideoToolbox* routines control the hardware that transforms those numbers into a movie. Transcending the particular computer and language, we discuss the nature of the computer-display interface, and how to calibrate and control it.

1. INTRODUCTION

Using a high-level platform-independent language like MATLAB, it’s easy to produce a matrix of numbers specifying the desired luminances of all the pixels in the displayed image. Many of today’s off-the-shelf personal computers can copy those numbers from memory to video memory quickly enough to show a new image on every frame of a CRT monitor. However, high-level languages generally provide only rudimentary control of the vital transformations from number to color, and of the rate at which successive images are displayed. That is where the *VideoToolbox* comes in, providing tools to measure and control the pixel transformation, and timing synchronization of the computer-display interface. The *VideoToolbox* is a free collection of two hundred C routines for Macintosh computers that make it possible to display accurately specified visual stimuli. Thanks to the efforts of Brainard (1997) and Solomon and Watson (1997), it is now possible to use the *VideoToolbox* from within MATLAB and Mathematica. Here we discuss the heart of the computer-display interface problem, which transcends the particular programming language and computer operating system.

Once the matrix of numbers has been loaded into video memory, the subsequent transformation from number to luminance (or color) is complicated, but usefully
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simplified to three steps. First, at video rates (e.g. 100 million pixels per second), each number passes through a lookup table, typically one 8-bit number in and three 8- to 10-bit numbers out, each driving an 8- to 10-bit digital-to-analog converter. Second, the three analog video signals drive the three guns of a color CRT. Luminance is proportional to beam current, which is an accelerating function of drive voltage: the monitor's gamma function. Third, the luminous image is blurred by the point-spread function of the beam. The luminance and point spread vary with screen position, but for many vision experiments it is enough to characterize the center of the screen. The Video Toolbox includes programs to measure the gamma and point-spread functions, and subroutines to compute an optimal lookup table to do gamma correction (see Pelli and Zhang, 1991) and to load that table into the video hardware. The measured point spread, or, more precisely, the spatial-frequency modulation transfer function (MTF) of the monitor, should be taken into account in the user's image synthesis software.

2. SYNCHRONIZING

It is surprisingly difficult to synchronize a computer program and video card. Like computers, most video cards have autonomous free-running clocks, and in the video industry are called 'masters', expecting the video monitor to be a slave, following its timing. In experiments for which stimulus timing matters, the user program will normally have to synchronize itself to the video card, by waiting for each frame to end.

In Macintosh computers and, increasingly, in most other computers well, user programs cannot access the video card hardware directly, because it is undocumented. Instead, user programs are allowed to send requests to the video driver associated with the video card. The video driver is a special program written by the manufacturer of the video card that provides a standard interface, accepting a few standard calls specified by the operating system. The only video-driver call that we use frequently is the one that loads the video card's lookup table.

There are four ways to synchronize a program to a video card.

1. Use the vertical-blanking interrupt, which occurs once per frame, at the beginning of the vertical blanking. Typically, your interrupt service routine should just increment a frame-counter variable; have your main program use a wait loop to synchronize itself to the frame count. A disadvantage of this approach is that it fails if you raise the processor priority to block all interrupts, which is a convenient way of temporarily suspending all irrelevant activity (e.g. network traffic) to make all the computer's time available for your experiment.¹

2. Most video drivers, when asked to load the lookup table, wait until the vertical blanking interval before beginning. (They wait in order to avoid creating visible hash on the screen while the lookup table is changing.) This has the side effect of synchronizing your program to the display, since the driver does not return control until shortly after the vertical-blanking interval begins.²

3. Most video cards provide a read-only vertical-blanking bit (telling whether the video signal is in the blanked period between frames), but unfortunately
few manufacturers will tell you its address. Knowledgeable engineers have confirmed to me that indeed most video drivers monitor this bit to wait for the blanking interval. An advantage of this approach is that your program can determine not only when blanking begins, as in methods 1 and 2, but also when it ends.\footnote{3}

4. Use an analog or digital input to sample the video signal, and watch for the leading edge of the vertical retrace pulse (Dave Post, personal communication).

3. WHAT ELSE?

The Mindware application checks the timing of all video devices in anticipation of their use in critical real-time applications, e.g. movies or lookup-table animation. Low-level routines control video timing and lookup tables, display real-time movies, and implement the luminance-control algorithms suggested by Pelli and Zhang (1991). In particular, CopyWindows (or CopyBitsQuickly) faithfully copies between on-screen and off-screen windows (or bit/pixmaps), WindowToEPS saves an image to disk as encapsulated PostScript, for later printing or incorporation into a document, and SetEntriesQuickly and GDSSetEntries load the screen’s color lookup table, all without any of QuickDraw’s color translations. NoisePdfFillC quickly generates visual noise images whose pixels are samples from a specified probability density function. High-level routines help analyze psychophysical experiments (e.g. maximum-likelihood fitting and graphing of psychometric data). Assign.c is a runtime C interpreter for C assignment statements, which is useful for controlling experiments and sharing calibration data. This collection has been continually updated since 1991. Two hundred colleagues subscribe to the email notification of updates. Many of the routines are Mac-specific, but some very useful routines, e.g. the luminance-control, statistics, maximum-likelihood fitting algorithms, and the runtime interpreter are written in standard C and will work on any computer.

The VideoToolbox web site, in addition to the software, displays current information about relevant hardware and software, e.g. ‘Monitors’ and ‘Video cards’, and advice about how to program experiments. ‘Video bugs’ reports all known bugs uncovered by TimeVideo testing of 56 video cards and drivers.

4. MATLAB, MATHEMATICA, AND RSVP

Brainard’s (1997) Psychophysics Toolbox for MATLAB makes it easy to use the VideoToolbox from within MATLAB. Solomon and Watson (1996) have created a Mathematica package Cinematica containing functions, based on the VideoToolbox, that produce calibrated grayscale movies on a Macintosh from within the Mathematica programming environment. (Also see Watson and Solomon, 1997.) The Tarr and Williams (1996) RSVP program, also built using elements of the VideoToolbox, is an extensible software package for running psychology experiments.
5. VIDEO ATTENUATOR

The typical 8-bit resolution of video digital-to-analog converters (DACs) is inadequate to render threshold-contrast stimuli, typically yielding on-screen contrasts that are only accurate to about 7 bits, because of the monitor's factor-of-two contrast gain. Pelli and Zhang (1991) describe a simple electronic circuit, a video attenuator, that provides accurate contrast control, achieving 12-bit on-screen accuracy from any 8-bit color DAC. A passive six-resistor network combines the three color RGB signals from a color video card to produce a single monochrome signal of higher grayscale resolution. The VideoToolbox includes software to do gamma correction and takes full advantage of a video attenuator.

6. WHAT'S THE VideoToolbox GOOD FOR?

Users of the VideoToolbox say (see Acknowledgments) 'it turns the Mac's video into a scientific instrument', 'providing a simple interface to the guts of the Mac,' to 'calibrate resolution and timing' and 'produce all sorts of visual displays', especially 'calibrated grayscale movies'. Its 'great 'snip and use' library' 'is reliable and incredibly versatile'; 'each routine can be used à la carte.' With its 'priceless advice on setting up' and 'invaluable hardware notes,' 'it's a great way to get up and running on a Mac.' In sum, it's 'good for getting the Mac to dance to the tune of psychophysical stimuli without having to learn all the steps yourself'.

7. AVAILABILITY

VideoToolbox is available at the web site indicated on p. 437, or from the Info-Mac archive; search for 'video-toolbox'
http://hyperarchive.lcs.mit.edu/HyperArchive.html

Psychophysics Toolbox for MATLAB
http://www.psych.ucsb.edu/~brainard/software/

Cinematica for Mathematica
http://vision.arc.nasa.gov/mathematica/Cinematica/Cinematica.html

RSVP
http://www.cog.brown.edu/brochure/people/mjt/projects/rsvp.html
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NOTES

1. Some video cards spuriously emit more than one interrupt per frame, apparently because they assert the interrupt line for too long. On Macintoshes you can check this by running the Video Toolbox TimeVideo diagnostic program.

2. Loading the lookup table is fast (transferring less than a kilobyte), so that several lookup-table-load requests in quick succession might occur during a single vertical blanking interval. If you want each request to wait for the end of a new frame it might be necessary to pause for about a millisecond between
requests. The VideoToolbox TimeVideo program compares the rate of back-to-back lookup-table-load requests with the frame rate.

3. I determined one video card's vertical-blanking bit's address by disassembling its video driver. A less tedious approach might be to write a program that could find the vertical-blanking bit automatically by looking for any bit that changes at the same frequency as the vertical-blanking interrupt.
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